
AN EXAMPLE
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Knowledge utilisation

Nowadays all the grants have this sec3on and your first reac3on will be: 
what a waist of 3me! .. well if you think so you are wrong   

 The gran3ng agency wants to know: 

Who in science can profit from your research: i.e how this research 
will benefit your field and/or close by fields 
 How the society as a whole can benefit from this research 
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A few tricks

Nowadays all the grants have this sec3on and your first reac3on will be: 
what a waist of 3me! .. well if you think so you are wrong   

Your first reac3on could be I write 4 lines just saying is great for 
fundamental science in my own field  

All fine, if this is it you write so, but keep in mind: you 
compete with other great ideas and if your competitor 
has something to say here then he/she gets the grant
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A few tricks

What I like of knowledge u3lisa3on is that it force you to think not 
exactly to your research but on how this can be useful in general 

May be is not directly applicable to other fields but as example what 
about outreach?  

As a working example: Do you use machine learning in your grant? .. 
then you can think to generalise the algorithm, create a proper web-
tool to teach high-school students machine learning and data 
analysis
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An example 

From an unsuccessful grant of mine In the line of what 
the gran3ng agency 
wants to know I 
always like to split 
this part in two sub-
sec3on: Direct 
impact and Indirect 
societal impact 
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An example 

From an unsuccessful grant of mine 

All nice right? But why I failed: 

The “general” committee state that is not clear from this sentence the 
connection to gravitational waves … indeed more than the reference I 
should have added 2 words more ok “how to”  (i.e what I wrote is 
more for an expert than for a “person” with a PhD in physics)
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In conclusion

Your research is in fundamental science and it is good to state it helps your 
and related fields but in 99% of the cases if you think a bit you would realise 
that with the minimal addi3onal effort it can have even a societal impact 
(usually this minimal effort can grant you up to 20% addi8onal points in your 
proposal score) 

                                    …….. and you can do something that maRers for society 
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How do I put together my budget?

It really depends on what you propose so I can give here only examples 
on what you do not have to do 
Take into account that at this step you will have quite some help from 
the gran3ng officer of your ins3tute  
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How do I put together my budget?

Our working assump3on is 800k grant and a PhD cost 260k for the 4 
years … that means the grant runs for 5 years (4+1 to hire the PhD) 

From here on see my calculation on blackboard




